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Draw it all out peel mask 100 ml

Quick overview Apply to freshly cleansed and dry skin. Smooth a thin coating on the face and neck, avoiding the eye area. Allow the mask to dry for 10-15 minutes then peel off starting from the jaw line or higher. Finish by washing the skin with warm water. Pat dry skin. Use 1-3 times per week on alternative days. Instructions for use Apply to fresh skin
cleansing and drying. Smooth a thin coating on the face and neck, avoiding the eye area. Allow the mask to dry for 10-15 minutes then peel off starting from the jaw line or higher. Finish by washing the skin with warm water. Pat dry skin. Use 1-3 times per week on alternative days. Water Ingredients, Polyvinyl Alcohol, Alcohol Denat., Polysorbate 80,
Glycerin, Charcoal Powder*, Butylene Glycol, Betaine, Terminalia Ferdinandiana (Kakadu Plum) Fruit Extract, Pleiogynium Timorense (Burdekin Plum) Fruit Extract, Podocarpus Elatus (Illawarra Plum) Fruit Extract, Polyacrylamide, C13-14 Isoparaffin, Laureth-7, Perfume, Disodium Edta, R08-17* Bamboo Charcoal Contra Designation Unavailable Caution A
slight tingling sensation is normal when applying this mask. Use carefully. Only for external use. Keep your eyes out. If irritation or rash develops, discontinue use. There are no reviews for this product yet Water, Polyvinyl Alcohol, Alcohol Denat., Polysorbate 80, Glycerin, Charcoal Powder*, Butylene Glycol, Betaine, Terminalia Ferdinandiana (Kakadu Plum)
Fruit Extract, Pleiogynium Timorense (Burdekin Plum) Fruit Extract, Podocarpus Elatus (Illawarra Plum) Fruit Extract, Polyacrylamide, C13-14 Isoparaffin, Laureth-7, Perfume, Disodium Edta, * Bamboo Charcoal Ranking 2.92 out of 5 stars312 ReviewsMost Helpful Positive ReviewTI has purchased sample sets with all masks in That. This is the second time
I've tried. I really like it. Strong smell, but fragrant. My skin feels very soft! It dries quickly and is easy to peel off. I just put it on my nose, which needs a good deep clean. My skin is super soft and I feel like it works and my nose looks better! Good work draw it out!! The most useful important reviewT I decided to add the mask to my skin care routine. Ive seen a
small change in my pores Ive had it for maybe two months, I really didn't see it pulling anything out – I saw the shape of my pores on the shell but hard to say. Lightly burn when you put it on the undereye area. It took about 30 minutes for it to be mostly dry to peelReviewed by 312 customers5Linda and Son from ColoradoI to buy this because it was sold.
After using it for almost a year, I will continue to buy it. My 14-year-old son also uses it and it helps with his pimples. For me, it helped clean my pores and made them less noticeable. GREAT RESULTS!5Shazam from Mesa, AZi like a lot I'm giving as a gift this Christmas to my sister! won't acquire1Raleigh from North CarolinaBurned skinAWESOME
RESULTS!5Shazam RESULTS!5Shazam AZThis masks do an incredible job of cleaning your pores and shrinking them! The result is immediately visible! I love it so much I bought it for my sister and will give it again to her for Christmas!!! Holy Grail Mask!5CuddlesNBoots from Albuquerque NMI uses this mask every day, it's gentle enough, my skin is
immediately clarified when removed, and it's easy to remove once it's completely dry. My holy grail mask! I like most of the other masks this brand has to offer, they have a wide selection, so I definitely have something for everyone. Didn't even bother!1Alo from HereI was really excited to use this mask but when I tried it out I noticed the first problem when I
took it away. When I peel it off it is too easy and smooth and normally you will feel the mask pull out dirt. To top it off with icing on the cake, it literally didn't do anything, nothing came off not even a light. A practically active product!! I will forever be a customer4Ny from VirginiaBea before going to bed I will pair it with my normal detergentWill not buy
again1Bebe G from Northern VirginiaTi tried this product a few times as I used a charcoal mask before I could no longer find (kbeauty) so gave a shot and it was terrible. do not draw anything, the skin looks and feels the same. On top of that it smells really strong like old lady perfume. I feel I'm just wasting my money. Someone else I had you could actually
see the gunk on the mask and my nose always felt so smooth afterwards. Ignore this and try something else! My alternative to the pore strip5Mia from AZI uses this product as an alternative to the pore strip, since the pore strip can actually damage my sensitive skin. I'm sure to open my pores or through. bath or steamer and then use this mask. If you have
applied the right amount, in 10 minutes it will be ready to peel off. I've noticed a lot of people who have problems with this mask tend to apply way too much and then the product takes forever to firm up, or never does. This product doesn't pull out all your blackheads in one go, but I use it twice a week and it helps remove blackheads and I have less and less
over time without too much redness left over as I did with the pore strip. Don't bother1Aubs from UtahT I know the price is attractive but honestly, do not bother. This is an extremely weak simulation of boscia mask masks and if you want results then just budget for Boscia masks that actually pull out dead skin etc. I feel this mask did little to nothing for
me.helps with detox and blackheads4ecochicalli from Sayreville, NJI am happy with the product i've been using it more since the lock as my skin has been looking less than good for a while. It peels off quite well and smells good. It paints blackheads. Does not work as intended2Lupe from ILTho this is easy to use and I really like the smell. However, don't
really do anything for my pores. I could see the dents of my pores when I removed the mask, but there was nothing there. I have used pore strips in the past and can always see evidence on the strip after I remove it. Not this mask. My skin felt smooth afterwards, but that's not why I bought this. I will stick to the pore strip and ignore this product. Does
nothing.1Karen from Houston TXThe only good thing about it is smellBest shell out mask5Bughuul from Virginia BeachIdk why this is getting so much hate. This is my favorite peeling mask. It came out very gently and left my skin soft. I used other peeling masks and they were harsh and pulled my skin to where it hurt. Not this product. Definitely buy again
and again. Cute... but do not work3Aiden from Salt Lake City, UtahWhat I use this a few times and my final judgment is ehhhhhh. I'm a guy with thicker skin so maybe that's why it doesn't work as well? I'm a new person to skin care to idk for sure. I bought this a few months ago in the hope that it will clear my blackheads and pores, especially on my nose.
Unfortunately it's not the only thing it's advertised to do. It smells great and has no ingredients that irritate my skin like some other detox masks. It also left my skin soft but only temporary. I would say this is ideally used during the day OF something important because that's really the only time I noticed the results. If you have large pores and/or are very
susceptible to blackheads though, keep looking. Terrible3Rach36 from TNNot pull anything out even if you exfoliating first. Very disappointed. Love this brand washes your face but this mask is terrible. NO, NO, NO, NOT DETOX1FIYAGAL FROM PEACHTREE CITY GA1006 DOES NOT DETOX THE SKIN OF THE FACE BUT ONLY SOFTENS THE SKIN.
DO NOT BUY THIS PRODUCT. WASTING MY MONEY!!! Don't buy instead keep walking past1FLAPEACH from ORLANDO FLCheapest as the product. It doesn't pull anything. It's a complete waste of time and money. Great smell and works well!5maka from IndyI've never used a mask that you peeled off before, so there was a learning curve for how much
to apply, but once I figured it out, it was so good. My face always feels really fresh and soft after using it! Does nothing2Miemie3 from San Jose CAI have oily skin and buy this to help unclog my pores. I've used this many times but it does nothing. I'm really disappointed! It smellsreally nice though! Won't buy it again2Dasjav from HoustonIt has left my face
smooth but I have not seen any difference is not the way description itYes love it will buy it again for sure!5Sexysquirrel from poplar bluff moI use it the night before I go to bed leaves my face feeling very clean and smoothmeh2masklover from Chicago, IllinoisOn I do not necessarily feel any improvement, however I find that it The product is a bit odd because
it sticks and can get to pick out the plant face.clean4Molly from welaka FLhas a cooling feeling when you first put it on, but it smells odd. also worth the money. Love!5JessH from New YorkT I use maybe a few times a week, usually after makeup. For me, I feel like it gets everything out of my pores and my face always feels clean and fresh after using it. The
smell is really nice and doesn't dry my skin or seems like a silly question we know. But, we want to keep the robot Walmart.ca! Walmart.ca!
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